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HEAD OF SCHOOL
Thomas Gass

VISION
Maximising the potential of future world citizens.

MISSION STATEMENT
LICS shall provide an internationally recognised education
to a culturally diverse, globally-minded student body in a
caring and supportive learning environment.

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
At LICS we are: Self-aware, locally-aware, globally-aware.
We embrace Global Citizenship Education in order to empower
learners to be informed citizens, to assume active roles
in facing and resolving local and global challenges and,
to be empathetic and proactive contributors to a more
peaceful, inclusive and secure world.

Greetings! I hope that you enjoy paging through
this view-book. A Cambridge Assessment
International Education school, the Lusaka
Internationational Community School (LICS)
is an English Medium Pre-Primary through to
A-Level day school located in the leafy suburb of
Roma. We are fully accredited by the Council of
International Schools (CIS) and the Independent
School’s Association of Zambia, (ISAZ).

arena. Our performing arts facilities include
a mini-theatre, two modern and spacious
classrooms, a marimba room and six small
group teaching spaces.

LICS is now in its 27th year of service to our
community and as an innovative and dynamic
institution, continues every year to add new
and exciting developments to the campus and
programme. The teaching faculty is comprised
of a blend of high calibre Zambian and
international teachers. Our learner body is a
diverse one with representation from in excess
of 50 different nationalities.

We have a strong and highly supportive Parents’
Association which supports the numerous
cultural and social activities and events that
take place throughout the year.

LICS enjoys an enviable reputation for having
a really strong community spirit. As an
international school we serve both the transient
expatriate population as well as the local
community. For learners at LICS who are still
acquiring English, additional language support
is provided.
Our Sports and Performing Arts programme
is a rich and broad one and offers a myriad
of opportunities for our learners to learn new
skills and express their creativity. Our Sports
programme is strongly competitive and is well
supported by our outstanding facilities that
include a floodlit and heated swimming pool,
two astro turfs and a large, covered sports

Intelligent and effective integration of
technology, global citizenship education and
an educational outreach programme are well
embedded in the curriculum.

We are proud to offer a high-quality educational
experience where students are offered a
personalized, rigorous and caring approach
to learning. Our internationally recognized
academic standards allow students to relocate
seamlessly anywhere else in the world and
access universities and colleges across the
globe.
Our school values emphasize individualized
personal development within a supportive
community where children truly feel very safe,
comfortable and happy. Whilst we hope that this
viewbook will provide you with a good sense of
what LICS is about, it is only through a visit to
our campus that one can glean a true sense of
our school spirit that is so tangible and so we
hope to meet you in person to share more about
our school with you.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Tiziana Marietta, Chair
Enlightening brains, nurturing talents and
developing future world citizens, has been the
unique mission of LICS. Learning methods
in our school are varied and contemporary.
We invite you to step into our school and you
will experience a caring atmosphere, where
our teachers are more of mentors, guiding
young minds and helping our learners discover
themselves and the world around them.
At LICS we believe that education is not
restricted to imparting bookish knowledge
only but inculcating humanitarian values like
wisdom, compassion, courage, humility, integrity
and reliability in our learners. We believe in
holistic education for your child, encompassing
academics, co-curricular activities, sports
education, life-skills and service learning. Our
endeavour as a Board of Directors and as a
school, is to support the development of stateof-the-art infrastructure and ensure a world
class standard of international education. The
campus, sports and academic facilities all bear
testimony to this effort.
Guided by the school’s vision, the role of the
Board is multi-faceted, from providing strategic
leadership and long-term planning for the
school, to establishing the strategic framework,
setting clear aims and objectives, reviewing
progress and providing a support network for
the Head of School.

The Board comprises of between six (6) and
eleven (11) members, all of whom are parents.
To ensure that each critical component of
the school receives efficient, careful and
specialised attention, the board operates
through various sub-committees in the areas of
Human Resources and Governance, Education,
Facilities and Finance.
Our vision is clear: “To maximise the potential
of future world citizens”. This we achieve in
various ways: by making every child’s physical,
emotional and mental wellbeing a priority,
by providing the very best education for our
learners, by being the best employer of the
very best teachers, by keeping abreast of the
most advanced technological teaching aids
available, by making sure our facilities are
always of outstanding merit and by making
our relationships with parents personal and
compassionate. Every parent at LICS is a part
of the LICS family and will always remain so.
I thank you for considering LICS as your school
of choice, to nurture your child. I wish to assure
you that we will do all we can to meet the
dreams and aspirations of your child so that
they may indeed become future world citizens,
equipped with all that is needed to succeed in
an ever evolving and increasingly competitive
global environment.

NATIONALITIES AT LICS

The Lusaka International Community School is host to students and faculty from over
50 different countries and across six continents (Africa, Asia, Europe, Australia/Oceania,
North America, South America). Our whole-school enrolment numbers are around 650
students across the three schools: Pre-Primary, Primary and Secondary. Join us!
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“Reach for the stars! Spread your
wings and fly. You never know what
you can do unless you try.”

PRE-PRIMARY PRINCIPAL
Gloria MacDonald-Raven
Teaching and learning at LICS begins in the
Pre-Primary School and caters for learners from
ages two to five. The Pre-Primary Department
is committed to providing an environment
that ensures each learner masters the skills,
attitudes and dispositions that they will need,
not only for future schooling, but for the world.
Our key objective is to provide quality early years
education. We use the Early Years Foundation
Stage document (EYFS) to design a relevant and
developmentally appropriate curriculum. The
EYFS gives guidance to Early Years practitioners
in seven learning areas and prepares learners
for Key Stage 1 (Years 1 and 2).
Lets take a tour of our Pre-Primary School
Our school is situated in three separate
buildings: one for learners aged 2-3 years,
another for 4 year olds, and the third for the
Reception learners. Each building is surrounded
by a variety of age-appropriate outdoor play
equipment which includes climbing equiment,
sensory pathways, sand and water play
areas, and a herb garden. Learners also have
a selection of Y-Bikes, large construction
equipment, balls and balance beams to use
during outdoor play.
The Early Years building has a variety of
playrooms which include a play kitchen, an
imaginative room, a large construction room
and a library. Each room is decorated with
art work from learners, creating a warm and
welcoming environment. If you happen to visit
us on a Friday you will encounter a mouth
watering aroma eminating from our kitchen
where our Master Chef and her little friends

prepare delicious treats. Throughout the day
the buildings are filled with active children
involved in play and exploration, activity-based
learning and the development of their creative
and critical thinking skills.
We pride ourselves in the area of Teaching
With Technology and the wide range of ageappropriate resources available such as Bee
Bots, Blue Bots, Cubetto and iPads.
What makes us special?
Our Parents as Partners programme gives
parents and families opportunities to share, get
involved and make suggestions about activities
that take place in the school community.
Through this programme we provide workshops,
presentations, tools and resources, share
information and strategies related to supporting
learning at home and parent engagement at
LICS.
We have an excellent child-adult ratio and
a highly qualified team of practitioners. We
offer an afternoon activity programme for 2-5
year-old learners from Monday to Thursday.
All activities offered supplement the morning
programme and include: swimming, sporting
activities, Ballet and Zoca, to mention but a few.
As Early Years practitioners we are at the
foundation of a child’s education journey and
are humbled and honoured to be in a place
where we can make a real difference in the
future schooling of learners.

We look forward to sharing more about our
rich programme should you wish to visit us!

Coming to LICS Pre-Primary school my son has become
confident and has also adapted the motto of global
citizenship which is driven through the school’s activities
and curriculum by teachers and Pre-Primary team.
Metha Family
ZAMBIA

When my husband and I were looking for a school for our
children, we wanted their initial experiences to be in a loving,
caring, and homely environment. We found all these at LICS,
where discipline has been an extra gift for us!
Our son is now a confident year two pupil. Our daughter who
was always good with her books, is now thriving in sports too!
Ogolla Family
KENYA

Besides providing a thorough and
contemporary curriculum with well-trained and
caring staff, the diversity and gender balance
of the students are inspiring and welcoming.
Slavin Family
USA/ZAMBIA

We are happy with the play based learning approach in the
pre-primary school. Our children see going to school as
going to play and always look forward to school which is also
testament that they are very comfortable and content in the
school environment. We are amazed to discover how much
knowledge they gather through their play-based learning!
We also appreciate the support that the Pre-Primary gives
to parents through the Parents As Partners programme.
The time and effort invested in helping us in our parenting
is phenomenal and has helped us adequately support our
children both at school and at home.
Mulenga Family
ZAMBIA

PRIMARY PRINCIPAL
Una Barras-Hargen
Our Primary School offers a genuinely warm,
friendly and diverse community, where everyone
is respected and welcomed. We provide a
broad education for each learner through a
rich curriculum and extensive co-curricular
programme. Our relevant and contemporary
curriculum is key to developing our learners
to become confident, responsible, reflective,
innovative and engaged which are the ‘learner
attributes’ we seek to inculcate in our children.
Each class is kept to a maximum of 25 learners.
Our teachers and assistant teachers work to
ensure strong and supportive relationships
between learners and teachers, ensuring a
personal and caring approach.
The Cambridge Primary Curriculum starts
learners on an exciting educational journey
which helps develop character and confidence
through an ‘active learning’ approach. English,
Maths, Science, Humanities and PSHE
are taught by the class teachers; whereas,
specialist subject teachers teach Art, French,
ICT, PE, Music and Library.
Learners are encouraged to participate in
our five key sports codes: football, hockey,
netball, basketball and swimming. An extensive
enrichment programme includes options such
as chess, science club, eco-warriors and arts
club.

Family and community spirit are integral
to the values of LICS and we frequently
welcome parents and guests to the school. We
understand that the opportunity to feel part of
the community and form friendships is just as
important for parents as it is for the learners.
As such, parental involvement is actively
encouraged though; the PTA, parent / teacher
consultations, assemblies, sports, music and
drama events, culture week, Maths, Science
and Literacy days and events, sharing of
experiences and expertise linked to curriculum,
community projects, workshops, and the
Lusaka Arts Festival to name but a few!
Our learners enjoy access to excellent
educational resources that include: E-Beam
technology in every classroom, banks of iPads
for use in all of the classrooms, a designated
computer suite with an interactive smart board,
and an art and design room.

We thoroughly look forward to welcoming
you to our school so that you can
experience first-hand the positive energy
that abounds!

Our boys love LICS and have adapted very easily from
their previous school. They really value the teaching
and wide range of activities available, especially
sports, music and school trips. All the staff have also
been really helpful with the whole transition.
Beel Family
UK

When we decided to seek admission for our daughter to LICS, we believed
this was the right school for her intellectual, emotional and creative
development. Admission process was very smooth and teachers also
ensured that she settled in quickly. When she started going to LICS, we
realised that she has not gone just to an International School but to a True
Global Village, where children from different nationalities and cultures
enjoy being together and where the phrase “Unity in Diversity” really holds
strength.
The events which the school conducts and the importance given to ensure
the participation of parents is really commendable. We are looking forward
to being part of the LICS family for years to come.
Kumar Family
INDIA

Beginning a new life in a new country is an experience packed
with challenges, but joining the LICS community has helped the
education portion of that transition become a joy for our family.
From our first contact with the school, we have found the faculty and
staff to be friendly and helpful. Our son settled in quickly under the
caring guidance of his new teacher. He is enjoying the challenging
curriculum, daily sports activities, and new friends he has found
at his new school. We are proud to be part of LICS and are looking
forward to many years of sharing in the life of this great community!
Gunter Family
USA

When we were first deciding on schools, I took my long
list of questions going around all of Lusaka searching for
the best fit for our family. What I found at LICS answered
all of my questions and so much more! I found the
children at LICS happy to be at school and there was a
wonderful sense of community. We are so glad to be part
of this diverse yet united family!
Fam Family
USA

LICS offers a range of settings for students to learn
and grow: in the art studio, in a traditional classrom
setting, on the pitch or in a quiet corner of the
library. We know that everyone learns in their own
way and at their own pace. Our job is to guide the
way and provide the space for progress.

Our LICS Arts Academy experience has been
amazing! We appreciate the awesome opportunity
that the LICS Arts Academy has provided to our son
to pursue his musical journey. He has developed his
instrumental talent (Piano, Drums and Guitar) in an
amazing way. Many thanks LICS Arts Academy for
nurturing musical talent in our children.
Kamau Family
KENYA

SECONDARY PRINCIPAL
Clement Nderitu

The LICS Secondary School philosophy is firmly
child-centered with strong values placed on
putting the child at the heart of their learning.
This can be seen in the strong pastoral care
system that is in place. The school day allows
for a balanced approach to both lessons
and recreational time alongside tutor group
time where all students take part in tutor-led
Personal, Social, Health Education (PSHE)
lessons held daily with their tutor and peers.
The curriculum is a fully inclusive Cambridge
Assessment International Education (CAIE)
Curriculum, encompassing 10 subjects at Key
Stage 3, 10 IGCSE options (outside of the core
offering) at Key stage 4, and 12 options (of
which students upon entry can choose up to 4)
at AS and A-Level in Key Stage 5.
All learners complete the CAIE checkpoint
examinations in English, Science and
Mathematics at Year 9. This helps inform us
of progress and better understand learners’
academic journey and support requirements as
they enter the IGCSE programme.
Academic and personalized support for our
learners is at the heart of our secondary
school. Our pastoral care team, encompasses
Student Success Services who focus on
supporting learners with identified needs.
This, coupled with our in-house emotional
counselling services for learners, truly adds to
our holistic approach to developing each and
every learner. LICS learners benefit from the
highest level of guidance from our University
and Careers guidance counsellor who works
closely with all learners to advise on making the

correct, informed and individualised choices
for their tertiary education. This allows all
our learners to access the most appropriate
advice in preparation for ‘Life after LICS’. Many
of our alumni attend universities worldwide
in destinations such as America, the United
Kingdom, South Africa, Europe, Australia, Asia
and many African countries.
Our extensive curriculum is supplemented by a
broad and balanced extracurricular offering to
all students. This includes a diverse enrichment
programme that realises learning beyond the
curriculum in such areas as Photography,
Fashion Design, Robotics, Duke of Edinburgh
Award, World Scholar’s Cup, Model United
Nations and much more. This is in additional
to our strong sports and music programmes
overseen by the specialist staff in the Sports
Department and Arts Academy.
We believe parental contact is crucial to the
home-school relationship. To this end, all
parents receive termly reports with Parent
Teacher Conferences and Student Led
Conferences, where the learners present to
their parents on their progress and school
experience, periodically across the academic
year.
With specialist subjects being taught across the
secondary school, we have a highly qualified
and dedicated team of specialist in their areas.
These skilled professionals are supported
by a strong structure of both pastoral and
academic leaders who ensure the highest
level of educational experience and continual
development within the secondary school.

Our children have been in LICS for
eight years, both now in secondary
school and we are very pleased with the
improvements that have been made to
the facilities. We love the diversity of the
students and the community spirit.
Sampson Family
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

From front desk staff to teachers, everyone is very professional
and welcoming. Our two children have been members of LICS
Arts Academy from the very beginning, and we feel honoured and
privileged to be part of it.
Both of them enjoy each and every piano lesson with their
teacher, who has been extremely encouraging, supportive and
patient. The professionalism and passion for music that their
teacher is able to share with children is priceless.
BRAVO to the LICS Arts Academy!
Boltar Family
SLOVENIA

My daughter just started her A Levels at LICS
this year and I was a bit worried as how she
would adapt at a new school with new peers and
teachers. Since she has started she is thriving
in her new environment and is doing very well in
all aspects. A special mention to the Admissions
Office which was so helpful and responsive to
all my questions superfast; this made the whole
process so much easier.
Yousuf Family
UK/ZAMBIA

LICS Secondary School is keeping up with
the demand for quality upper secondary
international education. We’re building and
renovating our campus to accommodate
our growing programme.

LICS Secondary is committed to providing
opportunities for students inside and
outside of the classroom. Whether your
strength is in the arts, sciences or sports,
you’ll find what you need at LICS.

SCHOOL SONG
There’s a feeling of community
That’s second to home
Live and learn at LICS, community school
Feel the welcome and the friendlines,
A smile on every face
Feel the atmosphere
Yes, feel at home
LICS! LICS! We are community
Yes, we are unique
Yes, we are LICS
Live and learn at LICS
LICS! LICS! We are community
Yes, we are unique
Yes, we are LICS
Live and learn at LICS

LICS maintains its unique community spirit within the school but also with the community
in Lusaka, Zambia, Africa and the world. LICS maintains a number of local, regional and
international affiliations, accreditations and partnerships. We are involved with many local
community groups, supporting local schools, projects and initiatives.

242A Kakola Road, Roma, Lusaka
tel: +260 967 989 205 www.lics.sch.zm
admissions: +260 760 634 780 admissions@lics.sch.zm

